
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
specialist, material. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for specialist, material

Carry-out material selection studies and provide cost effective
recommendations for new constructions, modifications, repairs and
replacement works
Provide technical advice on strategies for material selection, inspection and
testing requirements, welding and heat treatment requirements, and
corrosion protection requirements (such as inhibition, painting, cathodic
protection, impressed current and sacrificial anodes ) for various engineering
and plant modification projects
Oversee the activities of the Engineering and Construction Contractors /
Vendors on all materials engineering related activities
Oversee detailed engineering activities including formulation and
interpretation of material / construction specifications to ensure alignment
with corporate policies and strategies
Interface with Contractor’s engineering teams and provide technical guidance
and expertise to ensure project requirements are clearly understood and met,
in addition to reviewing and approving related technical documents
Review material requisitions, material selection / proposed alternatives,
technical bids and approve or make recommendations to management for
approval, as per the Document Distribution Matrix (DDM)
Review vendors/subcontractors’ drawings and related documentations, such
as studies and recommendations, to ensure the material engineering aspects
meet the design specifications, whilst also commenting on and/or approving
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Contractors to ensure the comments are incorporated into the drawings and
related documentations
Maintain ICAR certification annually commitment to other training necessary
to perform job duties at the highest level
The CCR Material Specialist will be a secondary point of contact (POC) for the
CCR Distributed Tactical Communications System (DTCS) Netted Iridium
program
The CCR Material Specialist should have a solid working knowledge of the
services and goods that will be purchased to ensure that materials and parts
utilized in the supply chain meet the minimum requirements for quality
assurance standards

Qualifications for specialist, material

Working experience using Oracle ERP and CAMSTAR MES systems will be an
added advantage
Strong initiatives
Work experience may be substituted for educational requirements and/or
educational achievements may
Preferred University / College degree in related field
Prior working experience of minimum 5 years in a relevant field (logistics,
production planning or materials management)
Performs the full range of standard work for the professional field


